


A curated collection of doors, sides and tops to transform IKEA
storage cabinets, wardrobes & kitchens

 



How it works

DESIGN YOUR KITCHEN

You design your kitchen layout with the IKEA
team and then share the plan with us

PICK YOUR FRONTERIORS

You select the look you desire with the door
design and colour of choice from our collection

INSTALL

IKEA installs your frames and you/your
contractor install the Fronteriors components
using our guide



before you buy.



Should you find the planning and decision making a little overwhelming, we can help with a design
consultation. For a fee of AED 350 (redeemable against your order), our team can review your
IKEA plan in order to make recommendations to improve the functionality and design aesthetic.
We also provide a design sketch and mood board in order for you to get a good idea of what the
end result will be. The service does not include any plans mechanical, electrical of plumbing works.

Whilst our focus is on the doors, drawers and filler components, we do also provide a range of
Silestone quartz tops that work well with our Fronteriors colour palette. We can also recommend
Quooker taps as a super practical addition to your new kitchen. 

Consultation



Planning your kitchen
with IKEA
You will need to design your kitchen with the IKEA team. Here are some important points that we
need in order to accurately quote you the Fronteriors components:

1.Once the design is complete we will require 2 versions of your IKEA planner:

a. Version A: a PDF document with all design views (including the full item list) with all doors
on showing final handle positions and hinge opening direction.
 
b. Version B: a PDF document with all design views (including the full item list) with all doors
off.
 
2. Please ensure that you purchase the plinths and hinges with your IKEA frames.
 
3. If you plan to purchase appliances and/or sinks from a supplier other than IKEA, please
ensure that you:
 
a. share the relevant specifications with the IKEA team in order for them to assess if the
appliances are suitable to use with their frames. This is particularly important for integrated
appliances like fridge/freezers and dishwashers. Some appliances like ovens/microwaves may
vary in height and this could affect the suitability of door sizes that sit within the same cabinet. 
 
b. share the final specifications with us.
 
4. If you plan to purchase your own top and/or tap, please furnish us with information on your
choice of countertop (thickness and colour/material), tap (brand and colour) and any other
relevant details.
 
5. The IKEA planner should accurately reflect your ceiling height. 
 



the collection.



Basic
Basic is a sleek, painted door that falls into the category: less is more. It can be used as is for
a pure minimalist look paired with knobs or handles. 

GREYWHITE

BEIGE BLACK

LATTEGREEN





Framed
Framed has a slightly elevated edge that offers a clean, architectural structure. 

GREYWHITE

BEIGE BLACK

LATTEGREEN





Slatted
Slatted doors feature crisp, continuous vertical slats that create a sleek, modern look. 

GREYWHITE

BEIGE BLACK

LATTEGREEN





Our wood veneer with a PU coating offers an authentic crown-cut finish that displays the
natural grain. 

Wood

NATURAL WOOD DARK WOOD





Our PU painted wood veneer offers an authentic crown-cut finish that displays the natural
grain. 

Wood

GREY WOOD BEIGE WOOD

BLACK WOOD LATTE WOODGREEN WOOD





accesorries.



Our Handles are the perfect addition to upgrade your Ikea kitchen. We offer aluminium alloy
pull handles in brushed gold colour and matt black in 8cm length. 

Our brass knobs are 101CPH

Handles and Knobs

BRASS KNOB BLACK HANDLE

CHROME HANDLEGOLD HANDLE



Quooker Taps are a pure convenience. They provide 100˚C boiling, hot, cold, chilled still and
sparkling water- all filtered.

Available in chrome, stainless steel, black, gold and patinated brass.

Taps

FLEX TAPS

SQUARE TAPS



after you buy.



Essential Installation
Information

In order to ensure a smooth Fronteriors installation, please pay careful attention to the below
points and ensure that they are adhered to when the IKEA installation is in progress.

 
1.Ideally, there should be no skirtings in place wherever base cabinets will be installed against a
wall. If skirtings are there, they should be less than 8cm. If the frame legs are adjusted to fit
over skirtings, side panels may not fit correctly.

2. IKEA should install their plinths with the frames – our plinths will be applied over them.

3. IKEA legs should always be fixed at 8cm height – if not, our side panels may not fit correctly. 

4. Similarly, where base cabinets are installed back-to-back to create an island, the spacers
along the back of the frame should not be installed facing one another at the same height from
the bottom of the cabinet. This will increase the spacing between the frames and may cause
side panels to not fit correctly.



indicative pricing.



Design 
Basic door with large handle

Fronteriors components  
AED 6,685 

IKEA frames
AED 2,740 

TOTAL AED 9,425 

Small Kitchen



Design 
Basic door with knob

Fronteriors components 
AED 14,695 

IKEA frames 
AED 6,550 

TOTAL AED 21,245 

Medium Kitchen



Design 
Basic door with handle

Fronteriors components 
AED 19,015

IKEA frames 
AED 8,599 

TOTAL AED 27,614 

Large Kitchen



Design 
Basic door with handle

Fronteriors components 
AED 24,930 

IKEA frames 
AED 9,669 

TOTAL AED 34,599 

X Large Kitchen



fronteriors.co


